By using AWS, we’re saving up to 65% on our SAP infrastructure costs.

"By reducing paper tears, we have increased profits by millions of dollars."

Steve Bakalar, Vice President of IT/Digital Transformation, Georgia Pacific

2. IDC Industrial Software User and ISV Survey Sponsored by AWS, April 2018

AMAZON DISTRIBUTIONS

“Amazon distributes billions of products using cutting edge automation, machine learning services, and robotics with AWS at its core. AWS understands factory operations.”

Johan Tommervik, EVP and GM, Siemens PLM

WHY CHOOSE AWS?

AWS can meet customer-expected new products and the new market trends. AWS organization can deliver as many as 5 times the features and deploy software as much as 90% faster. Freeing up resources for you to focus on strategic innovation.

 lowers cost, time to market, and makes businesses more competitive.

Why choose AWS?

BY USING AWS, WE’RE SAVING UP TO 65% ON OUR SAP INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS.

“AWS has the most comprehensive and advanced set of cloud services available today and is the clear market leader.”

Johan Tommervik, EVP and GM, Siemens PLM

58% of global organizations feel the need to innovate. Over 90% of manufacturers believe that increased productivity and machine availability can be improved, and many believe that optimizing operations can increase profits by millions of dollars.

"We have increased profits by millions of dollars for one production line."
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